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ModernArtisan - automation for graffiti The following Artisant app is one of the most popular among art
painting enthusiasts. Drawing by hand or with the help of specialized tools, you, in fact, fix forever the
objects that you use in your work. However, as they say, "the smile should not leave the face." This, of

course, also applies to the beautiful picture on the wall. But how to do this if the paint is badly damaged?
This is very easy to do using ArtisAN. ArtisAn is able to recognize the image and the ability of an object to

maintain its shape. Just three buttons separate you from the great masterpieces. The main feature of the
application is that it makes it impossible to use your brush. In combination with ArtisTools, your

"craftsman" will give you the ability to control the contour and create any image from it. Version 1.0 was
written by the programmer Valeri Lagrun, who in turn is one of the people with whom I have worked on

many interesting programs. He has many good projects of his own, such as ATypI. He has something to tell.
At first, this program seemed boring and clogged with unnecessary functionality. I call it a Procrustean bed.
However, I found positive things in it. For example, Artisany can restore a brush and its properties from the

original brush image. But this is not the only useful thing that this program has. She has a few more
functions, for example, in the form of an on-screen pen. Movement can be easily adjusted. When you use

ArtisAI, you can select brushes or body points. ArtISAN is positioned as an "add-on" to other tools
developed by Greg Serbik and to Photo Studio. It offers great opportunities for painting, however, it lacks

the solidity that its direct competitor, the SAGE program, has. SAGEScape has a simple interface inherited
from Photoshop and is written in Java. But due to the presence of a convenient and understandable graphical
basis, it was created using a program library owned by the Blender Foundation. And it was this library that I
did not like the most. I don't like to use a library, and the so-called "3D library" is generally disgusting. All

in all, SAGL2 is not polished
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